NEW SYSTEM OF LETTER AWARDS IS UNDER FIRE

Announcement of Major and Minor Grads Played by Athletes

AGREE RULE IS GOOD
But Present Enforcement Considered Unfair to Football Sidelines.

Announcement of a new system of letter awards for football gasoline was made this week by雜... (Continued on Page 2)

MORTAR BOARDS WILL ENTERTAIN MIZMO CHAPTER

Mortar Board Student Coordinators plan to hold the chapter meeting in an informal way on Tuesday evening. The meeting will be held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Smith. The meeting will be open to anyone who wants to attend. The meeting will be a great opportunity for students to get together and enjoy each other's company. (Continued on Page 3)

HOUSE DISPLAY EXPENSES MUST BE IN BY FRIDAY

Deadline for Submitting Accounts to Kennedy for Iron.

JUDGING IN EVENING

Activities, Study Claim Time of David Fellman, Rhodes Candidate

Editor's Note: This is the second installment of the series "Activities, Study Claim Time of David Fellman, Rhodes Candidate." The series follows the student councilor's efforts to balance his responsibilities as a student councilor and his aspirations for Rhodes College. The series highlights the challenges and rewards of leadership and the importance of time management. (Continued on Page 3)

REGIMENT WILL MARCH THROUGH LINCOLN TODAY

Parade Is Observed by University of World War Armistice.

LEADERS TO BE MOUNTED

In order to maintain the parade's respectability and honor the leaders of the American armed forces, the leaders will be mounted on horses. The leaders will be selected based on their rank and experience in the military department. The leaders will wear uniformed attire and carry flags and symbols of their rank. The parade will be a tremendous opportunity for the leaders to showcase their leadership skills and demonstrate their commitment to the country. (Continued on Page 3)

SEGREGATION OF MEN AND WOMEN ON TRIP FAILURE

Students Refuse to Go Up Seats in Order to Stay Separated.

NO DISORDER CHARGED
Faculty Sponsors Praise Conduct of All Train Occupants.

The faculty sponsors have praised the conduct of all train occupants, stating that there was no disorder and that the students were well-behaved and respectful. The students refused to go up seats in order to stay separated, but the faculty sponsors believe that this was a result of the students' desire to maintain their personal boundaries and not a sign of dissatisfaction or disorder. (Continued on Page 3)